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Shale gas refers to natural gas developed and produced in the hydrocarbon-rich shale layer (root

rock), and shale is called blood rock in Korean, and refers to sedimentary rock formed by lumping

mud with small particle sizes.

Shale gas is a gas extracted from this blood rock and is called non-traditional natural gas because it

is collected from a different rock layer than traditional gas fields. It can be used as heating fuel or

petrochemical material because of technical restrictions.

It is true that the development of many eco-friendly energy such as electricity, solar power, hydro

power, and wind power is booming in recent years, but traditional energy sources such as shale gas

have not diminished their importance in traditional industries, such as large internal combustion

engines, large diesel engines, large excavators, locomotives, and tanks.

Moreover, the value and prospects of shale gas are higher than ever, with Russia's gas supply

disruption and the supply chain imbalance of global energy to Ukraine and its neighbors.

01 Vision and status of Shale Gas 

abstractions
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01 Vision and status of Shale Gas abstractions

In particular, the U.S. energy industry, which owns a large portion of shale gas, is enjoying a more

prosperous performance than ever, thanks to rising prices of other energy sources.
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*Source : https://www.yna.co.kr/view/AKR20220901097700009?input=1195m
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Why Gas GasBlock, now?

The longer-than-expected trend of this imbalance in international energy supply has led to a

surge in demand for traditional high-efficiency energy sources such as shale gas, but also new

markets.

But the problem is that from the start of shale gas mining, the entire process of evaluating gas

wells, actual preparation, production measurement during mining, gas transport, supply chain

allocation, pricing, global price adjustment, etc. is huge, and the industry's operations are not

advanced and computerized enough for the 20th century.

This fact that all processes from gas drilling to final consumer delivery and payment are not

modern is causing astronomical losses and inefficiencies in the operation of the global shale gas

business.

These are challenges that must be addressed in this massive project, with hundreds of

companies, public institutions, and thousands of people in the process of gas mining, inland drilling

sites, mining heavy machinery, gas refineries, gas refining and sorting plants, cost analysis and

sales pricing, and inventory management.
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From the evaluation stage of the economic feasibility of oil wells and mining areas, all data must

be transparently disclosed to related companies and assessment agencies to increase priority in

areas where economic feasibility is secured. It is natural that the safety and profitability of the

project are guaranteed only when the project is carried out within the mining area where the

economic evaluation has been completed, and the rest of the refining, transportation, upgrading,

manpower management, and price management are carried out transparently and safely.
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*Source: 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%EC%85%B0%EC%9D%BC%EA%B0%80%EC%8A%A4+%EC%B1%84%EA%B5%

B4&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwi0__uwiPr5AhXPEogKHU22CXcQ2-

cCegQIABAA&oq=%EC%85%B0%EC%9D%BC%EA%B0%80%EC%8A%A4+%EC%B1%84%EA%B5%B4&gs_lcp=Cg

NpbWcQAzIECAAQGFCxPFiFTWDGT2gEcAB4AYABf4gB9weSAQMwLjmYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&scl

ient=img&ei=CAoUY7TbOc-loATN7Ka4Bw&bih=738&biw=1707#imgrc=caSppDU58xMfKM
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Blockchain protocol that GasBlock

adopted

Data transparency, transaction security, data security, and the instantaneousness of data

processing in mining and global distribution are essential not only for the profitability of the business

but also for the long-term operation We have introduced a blockchain based on the Ethereum-based

ERC20 protocol, which processes millions of transactions and data per day in more than 120

countries around the world.

Due to the nature of the blockchain, it is impossible to falsify or reproduce data, has high

transparency and efficiency, and has extremely low characteristics because it does not use a server

at cost. Taking full advantage of these advantages, we will apply ERC20 technology to all processes

of shale gas development and distribution, and start development work only on sites with guaranteed

mining economy. All processes are recorded in real-time on Ethereum-based blockchain nodes, and

blockchain data flows and platform components are designed to help key companies and key

managers identify real-time and make the best economic decisions.
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We will create a globally unique enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution and platform

dedicated to shale gas biz to provide customized platforms to developers and management

organizations that currently play a leading role in shale gas mining in the United States, the United

Kingdom, and China, and allocate annual service fees and operating profits.

From the evaluation stage of the economic feasibility of oil wells and mining areas, all data must

be transparently disclosed to related companies and assessment agencies to increase priority in

areas where economic feasibility is secured. It is natural that the safety and profitability of the

project are guaranteed only when the project is carried out within the mining area where the

economic evaluation has been completed, and the rest of the refining, transportation, upgrading,

manpower management, and price management are carried out transparently and safely.
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GasBlock Economy model

Economic Evaluation Phase for Mining Candidates

After selecting a mining candidate area, we will share the data extracted at all stages of economic

evaluation with evaluation agencies and mining-related equipment and software companies in real

time so that economic judgment can be made in real time.

Evaluation and management of efficiency and safety

in the mining process

Risk situations in the mining process after the mining begins, serious problems that can cause

economic deterioration, and risk factors that can kill will be continuously monitored and sent to

officials to maintain the efficiency, safety, and profitability of the mining process.

Eliminating risk factors and increasing economic feasibility

in the process of gas refining and commercialization

Safety management through the prevention of explosion accidents in the refining process is a

process that can effectively eliminate the most serious threat. The important purification and storage

process is made into a blockchain node so that warnings are immediately delivered to all related

agencies in case of abnormalities to ensure as important safety as profitability.

Cost analysis and institutional sales pricing by country

When the manager quantifies important events or variables that affect global market prices, the

risk and price impact variables will be automatically calculated and reflected in actual cost

management in each business process, and the factory price will be automatically calculated based

on them.

04
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Enterprise-wide management platform solutions such as gas blocks are key to their sales, with

demonstrations of enterprise customers and demonstrations of prototypes (prototypes) with

significant levels of completeness before application.

We provide additional quantities depending on the quantity of purchase to achieve the purpose of

securing short-term corporate customers by securing funds early on.

Qty of purchasing Initial business incentive

1~15,000 10%

15,001~50,000 20%

05 GasBlock Expanding business 

incentive for initial stage
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GasBlock Wallet

We are planning to release a wallet with web3-based technology that has functions such as safe

management, possession, transmission, and transaction of coins.

After the wallet function is settled, the company plans to introduce a function to disclose the current

status of all business processes, especially the current number, work status, and profitability of gas

mining sites, so that all owners can easily understand the current profitability and business flow.

06
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Coin Name : GasBlock Ticker: GSBL  protocol: ERC20

GasBlock Cost spending and allocations

Gas Block, a typical large enterprise blockchain-based ERP solution, is critical to purchasing

essential software, obtaining certificates, and having licenses to build platforms early in the

market. After that, it is important that the prototype production for actual demonstration and

the construction of the DB and blockchain simultaneous link dual chain server using Oracle

are completed early and the prototype is released. We are preparing appropriate business

allocation to meet the needs of these enterprise natural resource management software.

Total Supply 300,000,000 

coin sale 20% 45,000,000 

global legal 20% 60,000,000 

cost for pre-assessment for economic 

feasibility for candidate abstracting sites
20% 60,000,000 

Building of DB for platform structuring 15% 45,000,000 

license purchase of global economic 

information 
20% 60,000,000 

Business operations 5% 30,000,000 

Sum 100% 300,000,000 
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2021

Q3 Establishment of GasBlock

Q4 commencement of prototype designing based on north American

shale gas abstracting sites

2022

Q1 Basic designing of platform

Q2 standardizing assessment criteria for a new abstracting sites development

Q3 launching web 3 wallet featuring transaction and custody, and listing at global     

exchange

Q4 commencement of market research for advancement of ERP software

2023

Q1 Expanding listings to Asian and north American exchanges

Q2 Completion of designing for advanced platform

Q3 Additional standardization of criteria for shales gas danger assessment 

Q4 Expanding listings to large north American exchanges

Roadmap08
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Exemption clauses

1. This white paper is intended to guide the business of GasBlock [GasBlock], and the schedule

and detailed plans may change due to changes in market conditions, which are not notified in

advance. The version of this white paper is based on the version indicated at the bottom of the

document and reflects only the business direction and progress of this white paper, which may

change without prior notice after production and distribution.

2. This white paper is not intended to raise funds or receive investments, and no one may raise

funds or attract investment based on this white paper, and the act of sending this white paper does

not imply an investment proposal.

3. This white paper is not intended to offer investment or recruit investors and should not be

construed as an investment proposal or an act of recruiting investors under any geographical or

environmental circumstances.

4. The allocation of GasBlock [GasBlock] coins is contracted separately from this white paper, and

the terms and conditions of the contract are in accordance with the applicable.

5. If the contents of this white paper do not match or conflict with the contents of the contract, the

contents of the contract shall be applied first. The contents of this white paper prohibit the

reproduction, modification, or distribution of all or part of the relevant business in the case of

countries or regions where it is illegal.

6. In addition, the GasBlock Foundation is not legally responsible for such investment as it has

taken risks if people in countries and regions that make this white paper illegal are aware of this

white paper and make investments.

7. The GasBlock [gasBlock] as defined in this White Paper shall not be construed in any case as a

financial investment instrument such as bonds, stocks, securities, options, derivatives, etc. and shall

not be claimed in any case.

8. GasBlock [GasBlock] does not guarantee interest income, principal, etc. under any

circumstances, and the purchaser of GasBlock [GasBlock] shall not understand or recognize the

purchase of GasBlock as an investment and revenue-generating act, and no one shall understand

or recognize financial income such as investment income, interest, etc.

09
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9. GasBlock [GasBlock] is fully functional from the moment you transfer the token to your wallet.

This white paper does not guarantee the completeness of the business undertaken by GasBlock,

and the contracting parties who wish to use GasBlock may only use GasBlock's services within the

scope specified in the white paper.

10. The content of this white paper is not responsible for any errors and delays in schedule and

related matters that may occur in the course of service delivery and development, and no one may

be held responsible for this.

11. This white paper is based on a plan for future plans and is based on the realization of the plan.

However, the implementation of the plan cannot be guaranteed, and the contents of this white paper

do not guarantee the integrity of the services developed in the future.

12. The contents of this white paper cannot be construed as legal, financial, accounting, tax advice,

etc. In the process of purchasing and using GasBlock, separate legal, financial, accounting, tax, etc.

may occur in accordance with policies and laws of each country. The purchase and user of the

GasBlock [GasBlock] may require additional advice, and the GasBlock [GasBlock] is not responsible

for this.

13. The implementation of the business model may be delayed or other tangible or intangible

losses may occur due to unintended reasons such as system attacks from third parties, natural

disasters, and force majeure reasons.

14. GasBlock [GasBlock] cannot be responsible for the buyer's risk due to the loss or leakage of

the buyer's private key.

15. It is not free from all risks, including falling coin value, changing market environment,

uncertainty, political risks, and competition with competitors. This may disrupt the development of

GasBlock, change service direction and business execution plan, and may not be notified in

advance.

16. GasBlock [GasBlock] is a technology currently under development, so changes in technology

that may occur during the development of technology may have a negative impact on GasBlock

[GasBlock].

17. GasBlock [GasBlock] does not delegate or transfer all decisions to others, including the

operation policy and suspension of operation of the ecosystem, and all business-related decisions

are subject to the autonomy of the GasBlock Foundation and participants.
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